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Innovation sustains Piscina
In a tough international marketplace, Barcelona 

managed to deliver a good expo with lots of new ideas.

Piscina was held at the Gran Via 
exhibition centre, Barcelona

The crowds came through 
despite the wet weather

Isabel Piñol, Director 
of Piscina 2009

Multiforma’s intriguing display

T
he surprisingly cool Barcelona 

weather provided the backdrop for 

a smaller than usual show. This 

was not unexpected, as Europe has been 

suffering the effects of the global fi nancial 

crisis (GFC) more than most markets, and 

Spain had been reeling from its own down-

turn, set off by a steep drop in construc-

tion activity.

However, despite a reduction in fl oorspace 

of about 30 percent, the estimated 18,000 

visitors had plenty to see, including a raft of 

new ideas and innovations in the pool, spa 

and wellness segments.

The 2007 show had been the high water 

mark, with an enormous show taking in three 

halls and showcasing 525 exhibitors across 

32,000 square metres of exhibition space. 

This year, the show went back to two 

pavilions, and many of the 480 companies 

exhibiting had opted for smaller stands, or 

reduced the complexity of their displays. 

Some large American companies didn’t 

make an appearance this year but there 

was instead a large number of Chinese 

operators, including Puyang Cleanway 

Chemicals, the company that made its fi rst 

venture down under at this year’s SPLASH! 

New Zealand.

Piscina organiser, Isabel Piñol, says that 

while the numbers were down, it must be 

seen in the context of the global and Euro-

pean economic climate, and that in those 

terms, the show was actually more success-

ful than the “largest ever” expo in 2007.

“We are happy,” she says. “It’s not a lot of 

square metres, but it’s a good representa-

tion of the sector. And it’s very, very inter-

national – about 70 per cent. It’s a diffi cult 

time, so for me it’s a successful exhibition 

– perhaps moreso than the last one, which 

was the biggest. 

“In Europe the market is down, and in 

Spain in particular. Here, the construction 

sector had been very, very high, and now 

both residential and commercial activ-

ity has stopped. And swimming pools of 

course are very much related to this sector. 
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The exhibition covered 
two halls this edition
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So here, it’s a very diffi cult situ-

ation. But the Spanish industry is 

resisting, and they are exporting as 

well. This is an opportunity to reactivate the 

economy and their businesses. So we are 

happy with the exhibitors and also with the 

number of visitors. 

“This year we added the Innovations sec-

tion. We saw it in other shows, like Piscine, 

and decided to bring it here. It’s smaller at 

the moment, but will get bigger. And there 

is also a selection of new products in the 

visitor guide. It is free – usually this was a 

separate guide and cost 15 euros. But we 

can distribute it to more people if it’s free, so 

it’s better for the exhibitors.”

As usual, many visitors came from around 

the globe – as many as 12,000 foreigners 

trooped in from 100 countries outside Spain. 

One feature that brought a large number 

of visitors from South America was the 

concurrent Ibero-American Congress on 

Sports and Recreational Facilities (CIDYR). 

The overfl ow from the conference meant 

the expo was packed with South Americans, 

and that proved to be a boon for exhibitors 

looking to move into the large but diffi cult-

to-access Latin American market. Some 

Australian exhibitors noted plenty of interest 

from South Americans looking for distribu-

tors for countries such as Argentina. The 

conference has meant Barcelona is becom-

ing a hub not only for Europe and the Medi-

terranean islands, but also “Ibero-America”. 

The conference will be moving to Brazil next 

year, and will return to Barcelona in 2011 

with the next Piscina. 

This year, the expo had a focus on innova-

tion and also on environmental sustain-

ability. While there were many interesting 

products in the environmental area, it 

was interesting to note that many of these 

types of products had already been seen 

in Australia (at several SPLASH! shows for 

example), including products such as glass 

fi lter media and pre-fi lters. In some ways, 

Australia has had a head start in the envi-

ronmental stakes, given the industry’s need 

to overcome the obstacle of drought – and 

many people at Piscina noted that Australia 

was a leader in this area. Of course, the 

SPLASH! Environmental Awards has a part 

to play in that leadership role, and is still 

the only dedicated environmental swimming 

pool and spa awards in the world. 

Piscina has a reputation for showcasing 

industry innovations, and this year was no 

exception. There were a great many other 

new products at the show – organisers 

estimated the number at 250 – and many 

were impressive and quite exciting. As Piñol 

mentioned above, this year they took a leaf 

from the Piscine book, and established a 

dedicated “Innovations” area, where 30 com-

panies exhibited their new products, or had 

smaller displays, directing visitors to their 

main stand to view the products in action.

Of course, all expos require a bit of effort 

to get the most value for your business –

RIGHT: Paul Weston, and Joe and Mark 
Spelta enjoy an Estrella Damm or two.
BELOW: Puyang Cleanway Chemicals

Pool Systems picked up some valuable contacts in South America and the Middle East
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either as an exhibitor or as a visitor. But 

there must be worse cities to go to than 

Barcelona – famed as a leading artistic and 

architectural centre, and a vibrant and beau-

tiful city that knows how to enjoy life and 

how to party. As well as the cultural and cu-

linary delights, it is also home to one of the 

most famous soccer teams in the world, and 

many foreign visitors (including the SPLASH! 

editor) took the opportunity to watch Barca’s 

famous “claret and blue” show off their 

awe-inspiring skill and electric athleticism 

in the atmospheric 99,000-capacity Camp 

Nous stadium.

But the main reason for going to Piscina 

is business, and from that aspect, it was 

clearly a success.

Aussies on show
Despite the tough times, there were still a 

number of Australian exhibitors as well as 

many visitors who tripped over to Europe 

to discover what’s new in the pool industry, 

while enjoying one of the most exciting cities 

in Europe.

Australians exhibiting at Barcelona 

included Pool Systems, Lo Chlor, Waterco, 

Spa Electrics, AIS (Natural Chlor), Leisure 

Pools, Beadcrete, Freedom Pools and 

Heritage Spas. As well, SPLASH! bumped 

into several Aussies and Kiwis who were in 

Barcelona looking for products to bring back 

to Australia and New Zealand. Overall, the 

Australian and New Zealand exhibitors were 

happy with the level on enquiry, and the 

visitors were pleased with the range of new 

items on display. 

“We’ve had plenty of interest on the stand 

and a lot of walk-through traffi c,” says 

Paul Knight from Pool Systems. “It’s been 

great. We’ve had interest in all our differ-

ent ranges from a wide variety of countries 

we haven’t had distribution in – fi ve or six 

countries in the Middle East, South Ameri-

can countries including some Argentineans 

interested in distribution, and also some 

other European countries.”

Roland and Wendy Paulik from South 

Pacifi c Pool Australia Pool Enclosures in 

New Zealand came to Barcelona for a family 

holiday combined with business. They came 

to an agreement with Czech company Alu-

kov, who manufacture through 31 European 

countries. They will now be bringing these 

high quality enclosures into Australia – they 

may well be on display at SPLASH! on the 

Gold Coast next year.

Murray Piesse of Riverina Pools was over 

in Spain to look for an agent to service the 

Western European market. Piesse spoke to 

contacts at the show, with hopes of a good 

result. This is the company’s latest expan-

sion move, after crossing the desert to set 

up in South Australia, where they are now 

fi nalising manufacturing facilities so they 

can produce shells by about March 2010.

This was the fi rst time Kerry Pain from 

Leisure Pools Australia had exhibited in a 

European expo and says it has been really 

good. “We’ve had more than 50 enquiries, 

and we’ve been quite encouraged by the 

people we’ve spoken to. We think we’ll do 

quite well over here. We’re approaching it 

the same way as we did the States – we went 

across there in 2003 for the Dallas show and 

ended up establishing a factory, and we’ve 

got the same plans for here as well.”

Heritage Spas’ Michael Wilson says 

the show was spasmodically good, and in 

the end they got a lot of leads, so he was 

pretty happy with it. They had a combined 

stand with some South Africans and their 

European distributor Reindeer – between 

them they had enough multilinguists to 

speak nine languages, which was a great 

boon. Although the spa market has been 

tough of late, Heritage has weathered the 

storm thanks to a lower volume than the 

big overseas manufacturers. “Unlike the 

American or Chinese manufacturers, we 

don’t need thousands of products to be 

sold, we just need hundreds,” he says. “It’s 

economies of scale.”

Spa Electrics were extremely busy, and 

many people were interested in the lighting 

products. In fact, it was often hard to get 

close to their display because of the crowds 

milling around.

Jelana from Lo Chlor says there was a 

lot of interest in the specialty chemicals – 

whereas there are many chlorine producers 

on display, having specialty chemicals is a 

novelty. She says visitors were very keen on 

the Multi Stain Remover, Leak Sealer and 

Algaecides in particular. 

Soon Sinh Goh says that Waterco had 

much strong interest at the show, and 

continued to grow the awareness of the Mul-

tiCyclone. They were also showcasing their 

new glass fi lter media. “Europeans have 

taken a liking to glass,” he says.

An Aussie company wins Piscina 
Innovation Award – again!
IT’S getting to be a habit: for the second Piscina in a row, an Aus-
tralian company has won the coveted Piscina Innovation Award. 

In 2007, Waterco picked it up for its Multi-Cyclone pre-
fi lter. This year, salt chlorination pioneer, Australian Innovative 
Systems (AIS) picked up the Innovation Award through its 
European agent Natural Chlor.

According to AIS, apart from electricity, the fresh water 
chlorine generator does not require any salt and/or any other 
chemicals to produce the chlorine: chlorine is activated from 
the small amount of natural salts and minerals already existing 
in the fresh water.

It allows the generation of a suffi cient amount of chlorine 
in fresh water with total dissolved solids of 200ppm or more. 
There are no mechanical dosing pumps and no tanks are 
required to store chlorine.  This is in-line chlorination tech-
nology, where fresh water passes through the cell and the 
required amount of chlorine is produced from the water itself 
and diluted immediately into the passing water.
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